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The Northern Ireland Limousin Cattle Club

Sale Arrangements

Judge:                              Blair Duffton, Scotland

Vets:                                 Parklands Vets, Dungannon

Inspectors:                       Derek Frew

Stewards:                         N.I. Limousin Cattle Club Committee

BLCS Reps:                      Derek Frew & Henry Savage

Sponsors:                         Connon General Merchants, Ballymena

Club Chairman:                Cahir McAuley

Club Secretary:                Shirley Fleming 07881 435042 
                                        Email nilimousincattleclub@gmail.com

ARRANGEMENTS FOR STOCK

Monday 7th May 2018
– Centre Open 6.30 am –

Inspection will take place between 7.00 am and 9.00 am
Judging will be 10am

Auction 1.00 pm

Upset Prices: 800gns females

Upset Prices: 1800gns bulls
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LIMOUSIN PERFORMANCE RECORDING 

HOW TO USE LIMOUSIN BREEDING VALUES 
ESTIMATED BREEDING VALUES (EBVs) & GENOMIC BREEDING VALUES (GEBVs) 

Many factors influence the appearance and performance of a bull. For example, age, nutrition, 
management, age of dam, health, season, quality of farm and the genes it has inherited from its parents. 
The only factor that can be passed on to its calves, however, is its inherited genetic potential. Estimated 
Breeding Values are measures of that potential and are calculated from the following: 

Measurements from the animal itself 
Measurements from the  herd mates (known as  
Measurements from the  relatives and their contemporaries 
The degree to which one trait influences another (known as a  
The degree to which each trait is passed on to the next generation (known as  

EBVs 

Trait Correlations 

Trait Heritabilities Pedigree Info. 

Performance Records 

1. What Are EBVs?



In March 2016, Genomic Breeding Values (GEBVs) became available for all Limousin cattle for a 
range of new Carcase Traits. In July 2017, GEBVs also became available for three new Female 
Fertility traits and Calf Survival. They are the first of their kind within the  beef sector and are the 
result of five years of research between British Limousin Cattle Society, ABP Food Group and SRUC. 

GEBVs take conventional EBVs a step further by using information from  DNA as well as the 
usual measurements of performance. To produce the breeding value the DNA is compared to a DNA 

 for the breed: 

This key is created from a core population of Limousin animals that have been measured on-farm and 
in the abattoir as well as having DNA collected 

The key is like a library that cross refers information from the DNA strand with different levels of 
abattoir performance. 

GBVs are produced by comparing the DNA of an animal with the key.  They are calculated from the 
correspondence of that  DNA with those in the library 

GEBVs are used in exactly the same was as  
Albeit they are produced in slightly different ways GEBVs are in essence breeding values that indicate 
genetic merit as EBVs do and the way the two are used should not differ (see paragraph 5 below). 

It is often desirable to select animals on the basis of more than one EBV/GEBV. Breeding Indexes focus on 
specific breeding goals and combine the appropriate EBVs/GEBVs in to a single figure based on their 
relative economic value. This is widely regarded as the most efficient method of selecting on a number of 
traits at once. 

Three Breeding Indexes are available at sales, as follows: 

* GEBVs available for animals that have been genotyped for this purpose and where the values have been published by the owner. 

When using an Index it is important that your breeding objective is broadly similar to that of the Index in 
question, otherwise you may unwittingly change aspects of your herd that you did not necessarily want to. 

Contributing GEBVs 
Fillet GEBV* 
Striploin GEBV* 
Rump GEBV* 
Topside GEBV* 
Silverside GEBV* 
Knuckle GEBV* 

Index 
 
 

RETAIL 
VALUE* 

 

Contributing EBVs 
 
 

Gestation Length EBV 
Calving Ease EBV 
 

Index 
 
 
 

CALVING VALUE 
 

Contributing EBVs 
Birth Weight EBV 
Calving Ease EBV 
Gestation Length EBV 
200 Day Weight EBV 
400 Day Weight EBV 
Muscle Depth EBV 
Fat Depth EBV 

Index 
 
 
 

BEEF VALUE 
 

3. What Are Breeding Indexes? 

2. What Are GEBVs? 
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In sale catalogues, EBVs & GEBVs are produced for up to eighteen traits that focus on an  economic 
performance. 

Breeding values for further traits for each animal are available on www.taurusdata.co.uk. Enter 
animal name or ear number in the Quick Search box. You can also search by breeder and by breeding 
values   and  Searc  The additional traits available are: 

Longevity EBV & GEBV 
Silverside EBV & GEBV

Calf Survival EBV & GEBV 
Topside EBV & GEBV Knuckle EBV & GEBV 

Trait Breeding Value  Look  

Birth Weight (kg) Genetic potential for calf weight at birth High negative EBVs if you want low 
calf birth weights 

Calving Ease (%) Ease with which a  progeny will be born High positive EBVs if you want less 
assisted calvings 

Maternal Calving 
Ease (%) Ease with which a  daughters will calve High positive EBVs if you want less 

assisted calvings 
Gestation Length 
(days) Genetic potential for gestation length High negative EBVs if you want 

short gestation lengths 

200 Day Milk (kg) 

The maternal component of 200 day growth 
(i.e. the contribution that the milking and 
maternal abilities of a  daughters make 
towards their  growth at 200 days of 
age) 

High positive EBVs if you want 
daughters to wean heavier calves 

200 Day Weight 
(kg) 

Genetic potential for growth from birth to 200 
days of age 

High positive EBVs if you want high 
growth rates to weaning 

400 Day Weight 
(kg) 

Genetic potential for growth from birth to 400 
days of age 

High positive EBVs if you want high 
growth rates to finishing 

Muscle Depth 
(mm) 

Genetic potential for muscularity and 
potential to increase lean meat yield 

High positive EBVs if you want 
good calf conformation 

Fat Depth (mm) Genetic potential for leaner carcases 

Negative EBVs if you want to 
produce leaner carcases or take 
calves to heavier weights without 
penalty for fatness 

Age at 1st Calving
(days) Genetic potential for early sexual maturity 

High negative EBVs for a greater 
proportion of heifers that hold to 1st 

service 
Calving Interval 
(days) 

Genetic potential for the time taken to get 
back in calf 

High negative values to breed 
cows that get back in calf quickly 

Docility (%) Genetic potential for being calm when 
handled 

High positive values for animals 
that are likely to be more calm when 
handled 

Scrotal 
Circumference 
(cm) 

Genetic potential for scrotal size. Linked to 
male serving capacity and puberty of 
daughters. 

High positive values for animals 
with higher likely serving capacity 
and earlier maturing daughters. 

Age to Slaughter 
GEBV (days) 

Age at slaughter assuming a standard 
carcase weight of 350kgs 

High negative values (less days) for 
animals that will reach 350 kg 
deadweight quicker 

Carcase Weight 
GEBV (kg) 

Carcase weight at a standard slaughter age 
of 600 days 

High positive values for animals 
that will reach heavier carcase 
weights at 600 days of age 

Fillet GEBV (kg) Weight of fillet at a standard slaughter age of 
600 days and carcase weight of 350kg 

High positive values for higher fillet 
weights in the carcase 

Striploin GEBV 
(kg) 

Weight of striploin at a standard slaughter 
age of 600 days and carcase weight of 
350kg 

High positive values for higher 
striploin weights in the carcase 

Rump GEBV (kg) Weight of rump at a standard slaughter age 
of 600 days and carcase weight of 350kg 

High positive values for higher 
rump weights in the carcase 

4. What Breeding Value Information Is Available?
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5. How to Use the Information in This Catalogue

EBVs & GEBVs are expressed in the same unit as the recorded trait (eg kgs for 400 Day Weight, mm for 
Muscle Depth etc) are relative to the Breed Average. In sale catalogues, Breed Average for each trait is 
represented by the vertical line that is central on the bar chart. Bars that lie to the right of that line indicate 
EBVs/GEBVs that are above average. The further to the right they lie, the higher above Breed Average they 
are. Equally, bars that lie to the left of the line indicate EBVs/GEBVs that are below Breed Average. The 
further to the left they are, the further below Breed Average they are. An example is as follows: 

The central line represents Breed Average for 
each trait 

EBV & GEBV values are shown & can be 
used to refine comparison with the breed 
using the Benchmark below 

Accuracy: Accuracy Values are  
expressed as a % and indicate the 
quantity and quality of records used to 
produce each EBV, GEBV or Index. The 
closer they are to 100%, the more 
accurate the EBV. Highly accurate 
values are less likely to change over time. 

Adjusted weights are the  weights recorded for the animal, 
adjusted to the nearest 100 days. No adjustment has been made 
to account for the effects of the environment, feeding etc. 

The numeric EBV & GEBV values on the charts can be used to further refine 
comparison with the breed using the Breed Benchmark below. This is updated 
annually. 
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201  Limousin Breed Benchmark 

To establish just how much influence a bull will pass on to his progeny it is important to remember to
halve the value of the EBV/GEBV, since the other half of a  genes comes from the cow. 

Select animals using EBVs/GEBvs that are relevant to your farm, cow type and market 

For example, a bull with a 400-Day Growth EBV of +62 is estimated to have the genetic potential to be 
62kg heavier at 400 days of age compared to a bull with an EBV of 0. His calves would be expected to 
be 31kg heavier at that age when compared to calves by a bull with an EBV of 0, since they only inherit 
half of their growth genes from their sire (the other half coming from their dam). 

Trait 
Bottom Breed 

Avge 

Top 

1% 10% 25% 25% 10% 1% 

Birth Weight (kg) 4.0 3.1 2.5 1.9 1.3 0.7  
Calving Ease (%)       1.3 
Mat. Calv. Ease (%)    0.1 0.5 0.9 1.6 
Gest. Length (days) 4 2 1 0    
Calving Value    LM1C LM2C LM3C LM5C 

200 Day Growth (kg) 1 11 18 24 31 37 48 
400 Day Growth (kg) 1 21     32 45 58 69 89 
Muscle Depth (mm)  1.0 1.9 3.0 4.1 5.1 6.8 
Fat Depth (mm)     0.0 0.1 0.3 
Beef Value LM5 LM14 LM20 LM26 LM32 LM37 LM47 

200-Day Milk (kg) 5    0 1 3 
Age 1st Calv. (days)* 46 33 26 18 9 2  
Longevity (rel. no 
calves born to 6.5 yrs)*     0.02 0.05 0.10 
Calv. Interval (days)* 9 5 2     
Calf Survival 
(probability to 10 mths)*     0 1 2 

Scrotal Circ. (cm)   0.0 0.3 0.5 0.7 1.1 
Docility (%)  0.7 1.7 2.8 4.0 5.0 6.7 
Carcase Wt (kg)*   1.6 4.7 7.8 10.6 15.5 
Slaught. Age (days)* 21 15 11 7 3   
Fillet (kg)* 0.09 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.20 0.23 
Striploin (kg)* 0.11 0.21 0.26 0.32 0.3 0.43 0.52 
Topside (kg)* 0.53 0.74 0.86 1.00 1.14 1.26 1.47 
Rump (kg)* 0.19 0.29 0.35 0.41 0.47 0.53 0.63 
Silverside (kg)* 0.60 0.82 0.94 1.09 1.23 1.36 1.58 
Knuckle (kg)* 0.17 0.28 0.34 0.41 0.48 0.54 0.65 
Retail Value* LM12R LM19R LM23R LM27R LM31R LM35R LM41R 
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Bear in mind that EBVs/GEBVs predict an  economic performance. They are no judge of factors
such as soundness, locomotion, breed type etc and you must be satisfied with your potential purchase in 
these respects too. 

Consider the traits that will make you most money, but 

 forget to check traits you may be compromising in pursuit of your goals, such as Calving Ease etc 

EBVs/GEBVs change as time goes on. New calves and new performance records tell us more about 
 breeding potential. Limousin EBVs/GEBVs are updated three times per annum and all values 

will change as more information is added and the accuracy of the predictions increases. 

7. EBV/GEBV & Pedigree Info Just a Click Away
EBV, GEBV and pedigree information on all Limousin cattle are just a few internet clicks  

Step  1:  Click  the    Online  Herd    button  on  the  Limousin  Society  homepage 
(www.limousin.co.uk) or go direct to www.taurusdata.co.uk 

Step 2: In the  Breeds Quick  box type the name or ear number of the animal you are interested in 
or click on the   button to look at all animals belonging to or bred by a particular breeder. 

The site will then tell you the  owner/breeder details, its breeding values, its pedigree and list its 
progeny with full links to all of their information. 

8. Further Information
For further information, please contact Alison Glasgow, British Limousin Cattle Society on telephone 02476 
696500, e-mail alison@limousin.co.uk or visit the BLCS web site www.limousin.co.uk,  
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Connon General
Merchants

29 Liminary Road, Ballymena

Tel: 028 2564 2464  Fax: 028 2565 0350

Suppliers of:
Veterinary drenches, Pour-ons & Injections

Range of Show & Grooming Supplies

Ufas approved Cattle and Sheep Feeds

Horse, Pigeon & Dog Food

Wide Range of Agriculture Supplies

Outdoor Clothing, Wellingtons & Boots

Building Supplies and General Hardware

Stocking:
Large range of wooden field gates

D-rail & vertical board fencing

Sheep wire, barbwire & posts

Galv. gates , Large Selection

Conc./wooden gateposts

CGM
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Vendors’ Index & Herd Health 
Summary Ballymena 7th May 2018

The Vendors’ Index includes a condensed version of the Herd Health information submitted at
point of entry by the vendor. For further information, please see Explanatory Notes & copy of
Herd Health Declaration form also included in the catalogue.

DERG   UK 9652349 Lot 37 & 57
Allen, J & S 158 Fyfin Road, Victoria Bridge, Strabane, Co Tyrone, 

BT82 9LJ (TB1) (028 8167 1280)
Herd information: - Consigned from a 1 year TB testing interval holding

Johne’s Risk Level2
Member of a CHeCS controlled health scheme for BVD & Johnes
Routinely vaccinating against BVD & Lepto

AUGHNAHOORY   UK 9400217 Lot 10
Beck, Richard 133 Aughnahoory Road, Kilkeel, Co Down, BT34 4HG (TB1) 

(02841 765595)
Herd information: - Consigned from a 1 year TB testing interval holding

CASEY   UK 9240555 Lot 65
Casey, Owen 35 Drumalt Road, Dorsey, Newry, BT35 0QB 

(TB1) (07564 704700)
Herd information: - Consigned from a 1 year TB testing interval holding

Routinely vaccinating against BVD & Lepto

COLLEGELAND   UK 9185289 Lot 36 & 75
Clancy, Thomas 37 Aughanlig Road, Moy, Dungannon, Co Tyrone, 

BT71 6SR (TB1) (02887 784025)
Herd information: - Consigned from a 1 year TB testing interval holding

Johne’s Risk Level2
Member of a CHeCS controlled health scheme for Johnes
Routinely vaccinating against BVD & Lepto

CLYDEVALLEY   UK 9062455 Lot 2, 7, 8, 9
Clyde, R.S. 37 Kilmakee Road, Templepatrick, Ballyclare, 

Co Antrim, BT39 0EP (TB1) (028 9443 3075)
Herd information: - Consigned from a 1 year TB testing interval holding

Johne’s Risk Level1
Member of a CHeCS controlled health scheme for BVD & Johnes
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CRAIGATOKE   UK 9650100 Lot 33 & 76
Conway, M J 26 Meenagorp Road, Plumbridge, Co Tyrone, 

BT79 8DP (TB1) (028 8164 8401)
Herd information: - Consigned from a 1 year TB testing interval holding

Johne’s Risk Level1
Member of a CHeCS controlled health scheme for BVD & Johnes
Routinely vaccinating against BVD & Lepto

BALLYRICKARD   UK 9102545 Lot 35 & 74
Davidson, I N 3 Stewartstown Drive, Larne, Co Antrim, 

BT40 2PL (TB1) (028 2827 0724)
Herd information: - Consigned from a 1 year TB testing interval holding

Johne’s Risk Level2
Member of a CHeCS controlled health scheme for BVD & Johnes
Routinely vaccinating against BVD & Lepto

POINTHOUSE   UK 9490904 Lot 19, 40, 51, 80
Diamond, M 100 Carhill Road, Garvagh, Co Derry, BT51 5PQ 

(TB1) (028 29558866)
Herd information: - Consigned from a 1 year TB testing interval holding

Johne’s Risk Level1
Member of a CHeCS controlled health scheme for BVD & Johnes
Routinely vaccinating against BVD & Lepto

BALLYHONE   UK 9020492 Lot 12, 48, 58
Hall, B T 25 Old Carrick Road, Newtownabbey, Co Antrim, 

BT37 0UE (TB1) (02890 832512)
Herd information: - Consigned from a 1 year TB testing interval holding

Johne’s Risk Level2
Member of a CHeCS controlled health scheme for BVD & Johnes
Routinely vaccinating against BVD & Lepto

CULNAGECHAN   UK 9060789 Lot 4, 5, 6, 16, 24, 41
Hume, D 44 Maghereagh Road, Randalstown, Co Antrim, 

BT41 2EQ (TB1) (02894 479690)
Herd information: - Consigned from a 1 year TB testing interval holding

Routinely vaccinating against BVD & Lepto

DRUMBONIFF   UK 9422126 Lot 15
Kearney, F 17 Montheith Road, Annaclone, Banbridge, Co Down, 

BT32 5AQ (TB1) (02840 671201)
Herd information: - Consigned from a 1 year TB testing interval holding
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ASHVIEW   UK 9631492 Lot 73 & 77
Keys, Victor & Stephen 8 Aghnmoe Road, Dromore, Co Tyrone, 

BT78 3HR (TB1) (02882 898132)
Herd information: - Consigned from a 1 year TB testing interval holding

Johne’s Risk Level1
Member of a CHeCS controlled health scheme for BVD & Johnes
Routinely vaccinating against BVD & Lepto

MILLGATE   UK 9630001 Lot 30, 31, 32, 78, 79
Loughran, M 1 Mill Road, Dungate  Dunamore, Cookstown, Co Tyrone, 

BT80 9NU (TB1) (02886 751780)
Herd information: - Consigned from a 1 year TB testing interval holding

Johne’s Risk Level2
Member of a CHeCS controlled health scheme for BVD & Johnes
Routinely vaccinating against BVD & Lepto

WOONSOCKET   UK 9563985 Lot 14
Mallon, C F 25 Drumconready Road, Maghera, Co Derry, 

BT46 5LW (TB1) (028 7962 8720)
Herd information: - Consigned from a 1 year TB testing interval holding

SPRINGMOUNT   UK 9332935 Lot 47
Martin Family Ashvale Farm, 44 Ballyblack Road, Newtownards, 

Co Down, BT22 2AZ (TB1) (02842 788190)
Herd information: - Consigned from a 1 year TB testing interval holding

Johne’s Risk Level2
Member of a CHeCS controlled health scheme for BVD 
& Johnes & Lepto
Routinely vaccinating against BVD & Lepto

ASHMARA   UK 9391941 Lot 54 & 55
Martin, GN 69 Banbridge Road, Dromara, Dromore, 

BT25 2NE (028 9753 3002)
Herd information: - No Herd Health Information provided

CARMORN   UK 9063073 Lot 39, 43, 62
McAuley, C & F The Hill, 10 Ballynamullan Road, Toomebridge, 

Co Antrim, BT41 3NZ (TB1) (028 79650058)
Herd information: - Consigned from a 1 year TB testing interval holding

Johne’s Risk Level1
Member of a CHeCS controlled health scheme for BVD & Johnes
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GLENONE   UK 9562905 Lot 56
McCann, Patrick & Brendan 10 Glenone Road, Portglenone, Ballymena, 

BT44 8NL (02825 822248)
Herd information: - No Herd Health Information provided

RAHONEY   UK 9634843 Lot 23, 25, 26, 67, 69, 70, 71, 72
McFarland, H & D Rahoney, 200 Tonnagh Road, Trillick, Co Tyrone, 

BT78 3PG (TB1) (028 8289 8220)
Herd information: - Consigned from a 1 year TB testing interval holding

Johne’s Risk Level1
Member of a CHeCS controlled health scheme for BVD & Johnes
Routinely vaccinating against BVD & IBR & Lepto

ENIVER   UK 9491842 Lot 21
McKeefry, M 119 Carhill Road, Garvagh, Coleraine, Co Derry, 

BT51 5PQ (TB1)
Herd information: - Consigned from a 1 year TB testing interval holding

Johne’s Risk Level1
Member of a CHeCS controlled health scheme for Johnes
Routinely vaccinating against BVD & Lepto

ARCHIES   UK 9562217 Lot 11, 34, 45
McKenna Bros 35 Main St, Bellaghy, Co Derry, 

BT45 8HT (TB1) (02879 386329)
Herd information: - Consigned from a 1 year TB testing interval holding

Johne’s Risk Level2
Member of a CHeCS controlled health scheme for BVD 
& IBR & Johnes & Lepto
Routinely vaccinating against BVD & IBR & Lepto

HEATHMOUNT   UK 9564413 Lot 38, 44, 52, 59, 68
McKinney Brothers Heathmount, 85-91 Craigadick Road, Maghera, 

Co Derry, BT46 5DH (TB1) (028 7964 2338)
Herd information: - Consigned from a 1 year TB testing interval holding

Johne’s Risk Level1
Member of a CHeCS controlled health scheme for BVD & Johnes
Accredited free for BVD
Routinely vaccinating against BVD & Lepto
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NEWHILLFARM   UK 9422164 Lot 42 & 50
McPolin, M & A 146 Castlewellan Road, Cabra, Newry, Co Down, 

BT34 5HF (TB1) (028 406 30149)
Herd information: - Consigned from a 1 year TB testing interval holding

Johne’s Risk Level1
Member of a CHeCS controlled health scheme for BVD 
& IBR & Johnes
Accredited free for BVD 
Routinely vaccinating against BVD & Lepto

CASHEL   UK 9244118 Lot 61
Murphy, Noel 52 Tullymacrieve Road, Mullaghbawn, Newry, Co Down, 

BT35 9XU (TB1) (028 3088 8956)
Herd information: - Consigned from a 1 year TB testing interval holding

Johne’s Risk Level1
Member of a CHeCS controlled health scheme for BVD & Johnes
Routinely vaccinating against BVD

GLENEAGLE   UK 9491156 Lot 49 & 60
O'Kane, J B 30 Brockagh Road, Garvagh, Coleraine, Co Derry, 

BT51 5DG (TB1) (02829 558157)
Herd information: - Consigned from a 1 year TB testing interval holding

Johne’s Risk Level4
Member of a CHeCS controlled health scheme for BVD & Johnes
Routinely vaccinating against BVD

RATHCARN   UK 9564618 Lot 1, 2, 3
O'Kane, S & D 12 Gortinure Road, Maghera, BT46 5RB (TB1) (02879 643022)
Herd information: - Consigned from a 1 year TB testing interval holding

FAIRGREEN   UK 9181353 Lot 64
O'Reilly, 53 Drumgreenagh Road, Madden, Keady, Co Armagh, 
Thomas & Christopher BT60 3LU (TB1) (02837 531176)
Herd information: - Consigned from a 1 year TB testing interval holding

Routinely vaccinating against BVD & IBR

LYNDERG   UK 9271872 Lot 13
Quail, J A Northwood, Tullyear, Banbridge, Co Down, BT32 3RL (TB1) 

(028 4062 3452)
Herd information: - Consigned from a 1 year TB testing interval holding

Johne’s Risk Level1
Member of a CHeCS controlled health scheme for BVD 
& IBR & Johnes & Lepto
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GALLCROSS   UK 9613898 Lot 53
Quinn, Brian 68a Crosscavanagh Road, Dungannon, BT70 3BJ (TB1) 

(02887 759476)
Herd information: - Consigned from a 1 year TB testing interval holding

Routinely vaccinating against BVD & IBR & Lepto

KEENAUGHT   UK 9492534 Lot 29
Quinn, Niall 95 Drumagarner Road, Kilrea, Coleraine, Co Derry, 

BT51 5TE (TB1) (02829 541011)
Herd information: - Consigned from a 1 year TB testing interval holding

Johne’s Risk Level1
Member of a CHeCS controlled health scheme for BVD & Johnes
Routinely vaccinating against BVD

ROBINEED   UK 9470155 Lot 20
Robinson, David & Dale Troon, Tedd x, Irvinestown, Co Fermanagh, BT94 1BU 

(TB1) (02868 621740)
Herd information: - Consigned from a 1 year TB testing interval holding

Routinely vaccinating against BVD & Lepto

AGHADOLGAN   UK 9541606 Lot 22, 27, 28
Savage, RAG 31 Gortnessy Road, Drumahoe, Co Londonderry, 

BT47 3NL (TB1) (02877 723994)
Herd information: - Consigned from a 1 year TB testing interval holding

Johne’s Risk Level1
Member of a CHeCS controlled health scheme for BVD & Johnes
Routinely vaccinating against BVD & Lepto

WICKERBOAT   UK 9564552 Lot 17 & 18
Whyte, R P 16a Curragh Road, Maghera, Co Londonderry, 

BT46 5ER (TB1) (07872 474357)
Herd information: - Consigned from a 1 year TB testing interval holding

Routinely vaccinating against BVD & Lepto

LEALIES   UK 9103054 Lot 63 & 66
Wilson, J 38 Templepatrick Road, Ballyclare, BT39 9TX (TB1) 

(02893322711)
Herd information: - Consigned from a 1 year TB testing interval holding

Johne’s Risk Level2
Member of a CHeCS controlled health scheme for BVD & Johnes
Accredited free for BVD

Disclaimer:
The health information above is as supplied by, or on behalf of the breeder at time of entry. The responsibility for the
accuracy of the information rests solely with the breeder and not with the British Limousin Cattle Society Ltd.
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Semenstore is a practical 

one-stop semen shop for 

vendors and buyers.

The Semenstore features:

On-line semen
purchasing

Automated 
service

Payment collection

Professional
marketing

Semen
for all markets

Export
and domestic

Competitive 
pricing

and costs

Unique offers
& packages

One-stop
Semen shop

www.semenstore.co.uk

quality semen on-line
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HERD HEALTH AT BRITISH LIMOUSIN CATTLE SOCIETY (BLCS)
COLLECTIVE SALES

Introduction
New herd health rules were introduced by the BLCS at nominated premier Collective Society
Sales from May 2011 and these are now in place at all premier BLCS Collective Sales (Stirling
February & October; Carlisle February, May, October & December; Brecon May & November).

The principal aim is to standardise herd health declarations and information presented in order
to provide both members and customers alike with clear, accurate herd health information at
the point of sale and within the given sale catalogue. As such it is attractive and informative for
customers and aims to further raise the level of buyer confidence. 

BLCS Herd Health Rules have two principal elements:

Part 1. From 1st May 2011, herds selling at the premier Collective Society Sales have to be
members of, and adhering to, the terms of a CHeCS approved Herd Health Scheme. At a
minimum, this must include a whole herd test for Johne’s disease. 

Part 2. From 1st May 2011, all animals male and female, including calves at foot, presented at
the premier Collective Society Sales be EITHER from a BVD Accredited Herd within a CHeCS
approved Herd Health Scheme OR to have been BVD tested virus free. All animals forward will
be required to be BVD vaccinated prior to sale with an approved vaccine. Pregnant animals
must have had testing and vaccination completed prior to service. Vaccination of calves at foot
to be in accordance with CHeCS guidelines and recommendations.

Herd Health Declaration
The sale entry form is accompanied by a Herd Health Declaration form asking vendors
questions regarding for example: TB status; membership of CHeCS (www.checs.co.uk) health
schemes (Advance Cattle Health Scheme, AFBI Cattle Health Scheme, Herdsure Cattle Health
Improvement Service, HiHealth Herdcare, NML Herdwise, Premium Cattle Health Scheme,
Shetland Animal Health Scheme) and Johne’s, BVD, IBR and Lepto status. This form is shown
here.

A condensed version of the Herd Health Declaration information appears in the Vendors’ Index
at the front of the respective sale catalogue.

Is the Herd Health Declaration compulsory?
For premier collective sales (Carlisle February, May, October & December; Stirling February &
October; Brecon May & November) the Herd Health Declaration is compulsory. For reasons of
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clarity and to provide purchasers with the most accurate information available, vendors are
required to complete this at time of entry. 

Although not compulsory at other collective sales (Ballymena, Dungannon, Thainstone & Stirling
in May), the Society recommends that vendors complete the Herd Health Declaration. This
information then appears in the Vendors’ Index within the catalogue. Where a member has
chosen not to complete the Herd Health Declaration, it will simply say ‘No Herd Health
Declaration’.

What Other Health Information may be displayed?
Vendors are encouraged to apply to their respective CHeCS health scheme for individual animal
health cards for display on pens. For an individual animal’s test results, or vaccination histories,
regarding BVD, IBR, Lepto or Johne’s, these are permitted above the sale pens only upon
presentation of a signed veterinary declaration to verify that the animal concerned has had a
clear test. 

Again, for reasons of practicality, no health information notes are to be put in the catalogue
footnotes by vendors. Similarly, the Society has requested that no declarations on health
information be given by the auctioneer during the sale.  Again, the sole purpose of this is to
avoid confusion and to try and ensure that the information provided is done accurately, fairly
and in a standardised format in the catalogue.  This point has been agreed with the auctioneers. 

Introduction of Johne’s Risk Levels from 1st January 2013
From 1st January 2013, CHeCS, the self-regulatory body for cattle health schemes in the UK
and Ireland, has agreed a change to Johne’s testing with herds classified on a Risk Level basis
of 1 to 5 (with 1 being low risk and 5 high risk). The Herd Health Declaration includes a section
where breeders are able to indicate their Johne’s Risk Level, once known.

The Risk Levels are as follows:
Risk Level 1 herds that were previously Accredited
Risk Level 2 herds that have had 1 or more clear qualifying tests
Risk Level 3 herds that have 3% or fewer reactors every year*
Risk Level 4 herds that have more than 3% reactors every year**
Risk Level 5 herds not in a CHeCS Johne’s disease programme and herds with no health
plan in place

* Note, for herds with fewer than 33 animals in the target age range, rather than 3%, Risk Level
3 will be one animal testing positive for Johne’s

** Note, for herds with fewer than 33 animals in the target age range, rather than 3%, Risk Level
4 will be more than one animal testing positive for Johne’s
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It is a condition of BLCS Premier Collective Sales that animals from herds that are Johnes Risk
Level 5 are not permitted to be sold.

Should you have any queries regarding the new Johne’s Risk Level classification, please
contact your respective CHeCS health scheme.

What if a vendor is selling an animal/s that he did not breed?
Vendors are still requested to fill in the Herd Health Sale Declaration accordingly.  Prospective
customers are advised to speak to vendors directly to acquire accurate health information on
animals offered but not bred by the seller.

Feedback & more information 
The Society welcomes members’ and customers’ feedback on the Herd Health Declarations and
health policy at sales. If you have further questions, please speak to the Society representative,
Iain Kerr or the Auctioneers.



Post-Purchase
Management
of Young Bulls

Prepared by C 

Purchase

Buy well in advance to allow time to settle – make it a planned rather than last minute 

decision. Recommendation is to buy at autumn sale for early spring use or February sale for 

later spring use or May sale for autumn use

On getting bull home, isolate bull for a month. Check his working capability and health and 

vaccinate/treat as necessary. A semen test should be carried out. Try and minimise stress

Remember a short working life increases cost

Insurance companies may refuse claims in cases of unsatisfactory management of a bull

Feeding

Young bulls are in forward condition at sale and should be allowed to lose condition 

gradually – they are still maturing. Dietary changes should not be sudden – try and find out 

the diet prior to purchase so that a stable rumen environment can be maintained. Forage 

alone will not be sufficient to maintain a young bull which may be anything up to

1,000kg in weight. They should be fed to gain at 0.8kg/day

Feed concentrates in at least 2 feeds for one 

month after purchase. Prior to purchase, 

a bull will have been fed on a high 

concentrate level fed frequently per day

A bull will have seen little grass since the 

suckling period. Ideally do not turn to grass 

without supplementary feed for at least 4-6 

weeks after purchase

“Do not keep him on a 
slippery floor surface. Look 
after his feet by trying to keep 
him on a partial hard surface”

l i m o u s i n



Housing

Bulls will have been in individual pens with a 

lot of human contact (walking/grooming) 

plus several feeds per day

Do not ignore him post-purchase by keeping 

him in a confined space or tied in a dark 

shed. Provide him with human contact 

and allow him to see his surroundings even 

though he is in isolation

Do not keep him on a slippery floor surface 

and certainly do not allow him to serve cows 

on this surface. Look after his feet by trying to 

keep him on a partial hard surface

Make sure pen divisions are high and strong 

– many accidents happen with bulls trying to

jump out of pens shortly after arrival

Training

Young bulls are sexually inexperienced

Using prior to sale is resisted as they become 

harder to handle

Try and pen bulls where they can see cows/

other bulls working

Take a mature cow to him and allow him to 

serve her several times

Working

Avoid overwork – young bulls are 

enthusiastic but have low semen reserves

Target 20 cows in the first season

Try and get him to take a bit of 

supplementary feed to maintain body 

condition score around 3

Remove from cows if it is apparent condition 

is being lost – it will only lead to barren cows

Check he is serving correctly (20-40% of bulls 

could be infertile or sub-fertile) so keep a 

watchful eye and check herd 3 weeks later. 

If in doubt, pull him out. It is essential to PD 

cows after bull removed from herd

Annually (for all bulls)

Being fertile one season is no guarantee. 

Prior to the next season do bull “MOT” and 

fertility check in conjunction with vet

Do not trim feet just before use – plan for 6-8 

weeks before. Feet and legs do a lot of work 

in mating season

Feed 2-3kg concentrates per day prior to 

mating season to build condition ready for 

an active season

Adapted from “Bull Selection Made Simple 

– A Guide for the Commercial Buyer”

published 2011 by SAC & QMS

“Provide him with human 
contact and allow him to see 
his surroundings”
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LIMOUSINS IN BALLYMENA

PURCHASER’S DETAILS

Name ..................................................................................................

Full Address .......................................................................................

.............................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................

Lot No. ................................................................................................

Name of Transporter ..........................................................................

Registration of Vehicle .......................................................................
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CONDITIONS OF SHOW OR SALE
1. Each item must be bona fide the property of the

exhibitor.
2. The highest bidder to be the buyer, and if any dispute

arises between the bidders, the decision of the
Auctioneer shall be Final, or at his discretion the lot in
dispute shall immediately be put up again and re-
sold. The Auctioneer reserves the right of refusing the
bid of any person and regulates the bidding, and no
bidding is to be retracted.

3. The purchasers to give their names and places of
abode in writing and pay the full purchase money for
each lot at the fall of the hammer ( if required ); in
default of which the lot or lots so purchased may
immediately be put up again and re-sold.

4. No lot or lots shall be removed from the premises
before the sale, or till paid for, but each and every lot
shall, immediately at the fall of the hammer, be
considered as delivered, and be and remain in every
respect at the absolute risk of the respective
purchasers thereof, and shall be removed from the
place of sale at the purchaser’s expense.

5. If any purchaser shall fail to comply with the above
conditions, or any part of them, the Auctioneers shall
be at liberty either to recover in full the amount of the
lot or lots bought by such purchaser, without
reference to any delivery or acceptance of the lots or
lots other than first delivery by the fall of the hammer,
or to re-sell any lot or lots bought by the purchasers,
either by public or private sale; and the full amount of
the purchase money at the present sale, or the
deficiency ( if any) arising from such second sale,
shall be made good by the defaulter at the present
sale, and be recoverable as and for liquidated
damages.

6. No money will be paid to the proprietor for any lot
sold, unless the account be cleared by the purchaser
and the Auctioneers will not be answerable for any
deficiency that may arise on the re-sale of any
uncleared property.

7. Animals are present on the sole responsibility of
owners, whose duty it is to keep each exhibit under
proper control at all times, whether in pen or in show
or sale rings, or in transit within the centre. Neither the
Auctioneers, the organisers nor the Sponsors, nor
any of their officials or employees will be liable for
damage or injury caused by any animal’s behaviour,
including overnight.

8. Purchasers are to understand that, although every
reasonable precaution will be taken to ensure the
safety and welfare of the animals exhibited, the
Auctioneers will not be responsible for loss, or
accidents of any kind, that may occur. Nor will the
Auctioneers or vendors be accountable for any
accident that may occur to any person attending the
sale, whether as a visitor. or in any other capacity.

9. The pedigree, history and description of each animal
is guaranteed by the owner, and no liability
whatsoever is undertaken by the Auctioneers for the
statements in the catalogue or announcements made
at time of sale. The vendor who supplies such
statements is alone responsible.

10. No undertaking of the Auctioneers or vendors or
their servants to take charge of the lots or animals
for sale, or to forward them to their destination. shall
be held to impose any legal obligation or vitiate any
of the foregoing conditions.

11. Any Medical Treatment to any animals must be
advised by the Auctioneer for announcement at time
of sale. The presence of any chemical or
pharmaceutical substance in or on an animal or in its
milk during the withdrawal period may render its sale
void.

12. Should any question arise not provided for in the
forgoing conditions, the decision of the Auctioneers
shall be final, from which there shall be no appeal.

13 Neither the Auctioneers nor the sponsors incur
liability for the return of Auction Fees where a claim
IS made for return of purchase price of any lot sold
at the sale.

14. The sale will be conducted in Guineas. Purchasers
will pay VAT on Fees.

15 After Sale release of livestock or goods is by Pass
Out issued by the Sale Office. This also includes
unsold lots.

16. Each and every lot must be presented for sale in the
auction ring in catalogue or numerical order. No Sale
may be contemplated before such presentation.
Lots not sold in the auction or present for
demonstration purposes and subsequently sold
privately on the premises must be recorded through
the auctioneer’s office and are subject to
commission.

17. No electrical device may be connected to any socket
in the show or sale premises unless it is fitted with an
approved circuit breaking control. All equipment
must be in up to date state of safety. Note. Sockets
on sale rostrum are not suitable for blow driers.

18. Neither the Auctioneers, the Organisers, nor the
Sponsors shall incur any liability for loss or
inconvenience arising from postponement or
cancellation of the event.

NOTE.
No animal is considered to be delivered to the Show and
Sale until placed in the pen or place of tying allotted.
Access doors will permit vehicles and trailers to enter the
building for loading or unloading. Delivery to purchaser will
also be effected when the purchaser removes the animal
from the pen, or otherwise takes charges of the animal.
Under no circumstances may any animal be taken out of
the building for loading. The trailer or lorry must be backed
inside the doorway and the screen doors closed to the
vehicle. Please remember to collect your Movement
Permit before leaving. And please remember that a new
purchase should be introduced to company when taken
home - and not placed in solitary confinement on arrival in
strange surroundings after transport!

N.B.- The Auctioneers reserve the right to refuse cheques
as payment. All payments to be in sterling by Bank Draft
or cash, or at current exchange rate. New customers
should contact the Auctioneers in advance of sale to make
arrangements for use of cheques.

(2005)
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NATIONAL BEEF ASSOCIATION
TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE

a) For use by BREED SOCIETIES AT PUBLIC AUCTIONS held under the auspices of such Breed Societies. 

b) For use by INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS OF SUCH BREED SOCIETIES at reduction and production sales (and dispersal Sales
where these Terms are offered), conducted by auctioneers approved by the relevant Breed Society 

IMPORTANT :  This document sets out the National Beef Association's Terms and Conditions ("Terms") under which
Purchasers and Vendors enter into contracts at Breed Society Auctions and provides the framework under which any
disputes arising therefrom may be resolved. By buying and/or selling any such animal referred to in these Terms at any
Auction you hereby agree to be bound by these Terms. Please refer to the relevant Breed Society for breed specific
standards as marked*.

1 DEFINITIONS
In these Terms:

'AUCTION' means any Breed Society public auction or reduction
and production sale (or dispersal sale where the Terms are
expressly applied) in which a Sale is made.
'AUCTIONEERS' means the Auction House or other appropriate
body responsible for conducting the Auction, including personnel
appointed by the said Auction House responsible for facilitating
Sales at the Auction and 'AUCTIONEER' shall be construed
accordingly.
'BREED SOCIETY' means a National Beef Association affiliated
and approved Pedigree Cattle Breed Society, a list of which is
available on request to the National Beef Association.
'BULL FERTILITY REPORT FORM' and 'FEMALE FERTILITY
REPORT FORM' means National Beef Association Form available
on request to the National Beef Association or to the Auctioneers.
'CALVING DATE'  means date calf is born.
'CLAIM' means a complaint by a Purchaser for a breach or
breaches of warranty or warranties whether express or implied
given by the Vendor in accordance with the clauses set out in
these Terms.
‘FERTILE’ in respect of  female cattle means an animal capable of
conceiving by natural service and of carrying a calf for twelve
weeks and the words ‘INFERTILE’, ‘FERTILITY’ and ‘INFERTILITY’
shall be construed accordingly.
'HERD BOOK' means Pedigree Register of cattle registered to the
relevant Breed Society.
‘INCAPABILITY’ in respect of a bull means incapability of getting
stock by natural service due to a pre-existing reproductive disorder
or lack of libido, and the words ‘CAPABILITY’, ‘CAPABLE’ AND
‘INCAPABLE’ shall be construed accordingly.
'INSPECTOR' means a Breed Society appointed inspector who's
function is to carry out Sale inspections as and when requested by,
and to the standards set from time to time by the relevant Breed
Society.
‘MAIDEN HEIFER’ means a heifer which has never been served, by
natural means or artificial insemination.  
‘PURCHASER’ means:
a) the successful bidder for any animal in the Auction, or
b) the successful bidder together with any such one or more

persons with whom the said bidder is in partnership, or
engaged in a joint venture, and whose names shall have
been notified to the Auctioneers on the day of the Auction.

'SALE' means any sale of an animal at an Auction and 'SOLD',
'PURCHASE' and 'PURCHASED' shall be construed accordingly.
'SALE CATALOGUE' means publication issued by the relevant
Breed Society or Auctioneers listing cattle offered at the Auction
Sale.
‘SERVICE’ without qualification means both service by natural
means and service by artificial insemination, and the words
‘SERVE’ and ‘SERVED’ without qualification shall be construed
accordingly.
‘SHIPMENT’ means the sending or taking of an animal outside the
United Kingdom.
‘TERMS’ means the National Beef Association's standard terms

and conditions of sale set out herein and (unless the context
otherwise requires) include any special terms and conditions
agreed in writing between the Vendor and the Purchaser in
accordance with Clause 2.2 hereof.
'VENDOR' means the person who has instructed the Auctioneers
to sell his or her animal(s) on his or her behalf at the Sale.
'VETERINARY SURGEON' means member of the Royal College of
Veterinary Surgeons.
'VETERINARY SURGEON'S CERTIFICATE' means certificate
issued and signed by a Veterinary Surgeon.
2 BASIS OF THE CONTRACT
2.1 These Terms shall (subject to Clause 2.2 hereof) form the

basis of the Contract between the Vendor and the
Purchaser and from the said Contract all conditions and
warranties implied under the Sale of Goods Act 1979 or
any other statutory enactment or implied by law or custom
are expressly excluded to the fullest extent permitted by
law including as subject to the Unfair Contract Terms Act
1977 or any statutory re-enactment or modification
thereof.

2.2 These Terms may not be varied at any Auction or
following any Sale in any way except by an announcement
by the Auctioneers before or at the time of the Sale. 

2.3 The National Beef Association and Breed Societies
exclude all liability arising out of the use or application or
form of these Terms to the fullest extent permitted by law. 

3 GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
3.1 The Vendor warrants that:
3.1.1 each animal offered for Sale has been bred by the Vendor

unless otherwise stated in the Sale Catalogue or by the
Auctioneers before or at the time of Sale, and

3.1.2 the identity, pedigree, history and description of each
animal submitted for Sale is as stated  in the Sale
Catalogue or otherwise disclosed to the Auctioneers for
public announcement before or at the time of the Sale
(including all flushings for embryo transfer, caesarean
operations, calvings recorded, and semen collected) save
to the extent that any mis-description would be apparent
on inspection of the animal and/or Sale Catalogue.

3.2 The Vendor shall not be held liable for any Infertility or
Incapability or other such deficiency of any animal not
known by the Purchaser at the time of Sale if that
deficiency was stated in the Sale Catalogue or by the
Auctioneer before the Sale. 

3.3 Only animals owned by a member of a Breed Society
registered in the United Kingdom, and entered in the Herd
Book of the Same Breed Society or registers
supplementary thereto shall be offered for Sale under
these Terms.

4 BULL BREEDING WARRANTIES BY THE VENDOR 
4.1 Subject to the provisions of Clauses 4.2, 4.3, 6, 8 and 11

hereof the Vendor warrants that each bull over the age of
eight months at the date of the Sale is Capable of getting
stock by natural service from fourteen* months of age
which shall be deemed to be fulfilled as soon as six
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females or fifty per cent of the herd whichever shall be the
lesser number of the animals put to the bull are in calf to
the bull by natural service subsequent to the Sale except
where it would be reasonably apparent to a purchaser
from the details provided in the Sale Catalogue that the
bull would be Capable.

4.2 TRIAL PERIOD.
The Purchaser shall give the bull sufficient time and
opportunity to prove itself capable of getting stock by
natural service while applying the Standards of Good
Husbandry and Management as per Appendix A and,
subject to Clause 4.3 hereof, in any event within six
calendar months of the Sale date or within six calendar
months of attaining the age of fourteen*months
(whichever is the later) ('THE TRIAL PERIOD').   A claim for
Infertility or Incapability will not normally be accepted in
the case of an inexperienced bull until he has been
allowed a minimum of three natural heat cycles with the
females.

4.3 DEFERRING THE TRIAL PERIOD.  If upon Purchase of the
bull, it is found impracticable for the Purchaser to try the
bull fairly within the Trial Period stated in Clause 4.2 above
due to the Purchaser’s normal calving programme, the
Purchaser shall ON THE DAY OF THE SALE, or within the
next seven days, give the Auctioneer notice IN WRITING
of the month in which it is proposed to commence using
the bull.  AT THE DISCRETION OF THE VENDOR (in
consultation with the Auctioneer, if applicable), the Vendor
may defer the date of commencement of the Trial Period
for a maximum period of three calendar months ('THE
DEFERRAL PERIOD').  Acceptance or otherwise of the
Purchaser’s written request, shall be conveyed to the
Purchaser by the Auctioneer in writing, within seven days
of the request being made.
If the Trial Period is deferred the bull should not be used
during the Deferral Period.
THE PURCHASER SHOULD NOTE THE TIME LIMIT FOR
CLAIMS IN CLAUSE 8.1.2 BELOW.

5. FEMALE BREEDING WARRANTIES BY THE VENDOR
Subject to the provisions of Clauses 6, 8, and 11 hereof:

5.1 MAIDEN HEIFERS
Every maiden heifer over the age of twelve* months at the
date of the Sale is sold with warranties by the Vendor:

5.1.1  that it shall be fertile up to the age of twenty-eight*
months, which declaration shall be deemed to be
confirmed as soon as such animal is certified by a
Veterinary Surgeon to be not less than twelve weeks
pregnant PROVIDED ALWAYS that no claim under these
Terms shall be admitted before the animal reaches the
age of twenty-four* months (except in a case where a
Veterinary Surgeon certifies that it is suffering from an
abnormality or malfunction of the reproductive system
which will permanently prevent fertility) and

5.1.2 that it is not in calf.
5.2 HEIFERS RECENTLY SERVED

Every heifer over the age of twelve* months at the date of
the Sale and described  in the Sale Catalogue or by the
Auctioneers at the time of the Sale as having been served
less than twelve weeks prior to the date of the Sale is sold
with warranties by the Vendor:

5.2.1 that it shall be fertile up to the age of twenty-eight*
months, which warranty shall be deemed to be fulfilled as
soon as such animal is certified by a Veterinary Surgeon
to be not less than twelve weeks pregnant PROVIDED
ALWAYS that no claim under these Terms shall be
admitted before the animal reaches the age of twenty-
four* months (except in a case where a Veterinary
Surgeon certifies that it is suffering from an abnormality or
malfunction of the reproductive system which will
permanently prevent fertility), and

5.2.2 that if it is in calf it is in calf to the bull described in the Sale
Catalogue or by the Auctioneers at the time of the sale
PROVIDED ALWAYS that no warranty is given or to be
implied that such heifer is in calf at the time of the Sale.

5.3 COWS UNSERVED
Every cow under the age of ten* years at the date of the
Sale and described in the Sale Catalogue or by the
Auctioneers at the time of the Sale as unserved since last
calving is sold with warranties by the Vendor:

5.3.1 that it shall be fertile for a period of twenty-six weeks from
the date of the Sale, which warranty shall be deemed to
be fulfilled as soon as such animal is certified by a
Veterinary Surgeon to be not less than twelve weeks
pregnant, and

5.3.2 that it is not in calf.
5.4 COWS RECENTLY SERVED

Every cow, under the age of ten* years at the date of the
Sale and described in the Sale Catalogue or by the
Auctioneers at the time of the Sale as having been served
less than twelve weeks prior to the date of the Sale is sold
with warranties by the Vendor:

5.4.1 that it shall be fertile for a period of twenty-six weeks from
the date of the Sale, which warranty shall be deemed to
be fulfilled as soon as such animal is certified by a
Veterinary Surgeon to be not less than twelve weeks
pregnant, and

5.4.2 that if it is in calf it is in calf to the bull described in the Sale
Catalogue or by the Auctioneers at the time of the Sale
PROVIDED ALWAYS that no warranty is given or to be
implied that any such cow is in calf at the time of the Sale.

5.5 FEMALES IN CALF
Every cow or heifer stated in the Sale Catalogue or by the
Auctioneers at the Sale to have been served on a date ‘the
Service Date’ not less than twelve weeks before the date
of the Sale is sold with warranties by the Vendor:

5.5.1 that it is in calf, and
5.5.2 that it is in calf to the bull described in the Sale Catalogue,

or by the Auctioneers at the time of the Sale, and
5.5.3 that the expected Calving Date will be within a period of

263* to 303*days of the Service Date.
5.6 FEMALES ‘RUNNING WITH BULL

Every cow or heifer described in the Sale Catalogue or by
the Auctioneers at the time of the Sale as ‘running with the
bull’ up to a date not later than twelve weeks before the
Sale is sold with warranties by the Vendor:

5.6.1 that it is in calf, and
5.6.2 that it is in calf to the bull described in the Sale Catalogue

or by the Auctioneers at the time of the Sale and that the
latest expected calving date  will be within a period of 263*
to 303* days of the last possible Service Date.

5.7 FEMALES WITH VETERINARY SURGEON’S
CERTIFICATE OF POSITIVE PREGNANCY DIAGNOSIS
Scanning is not accepted as proof of diagnosis less than
twelve weeks after the Service Date.  Every cow or heifer
stated in the Sale Catalogue or by the Auctioneers at the
time of the Sale to be sold with a Veterinary Surgeon’s
Certificate of pregnancy diagnosis is sold with warranties
by the Vendor:

5.7.1 that it is in calf, and
5.7.2 that it is in calf to the bull described in the Sale Catalogue

or by the Auctioneers at the time of the Sale, and
5.7.3 that the expected calving date will be within a period of

263* to 303* days of the service date stated in such
Veterinary Surgeon's Certificate notwithstanding that the
said cow or heifer would not otherwise be Sold with the
benefit of the above warranties.
THE PURCHASER SHOULD NOTE THE LIMITATIONS
ON THE TIME LIMIT FOR CLAIMS IN CLAUSE 8.1.2
BELOW
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6. UDDER AND CLEANSING WARRANTIES BY THE
VENDOR
Unless otherwise stated by the Auctioneers at the time of
the Sale:

6.1 every cow in calf or suckling a calf and every heifer
suckling a calf at the time of the Sale is sold with a
warranty by the Vendor that it is sound in the udder and
teats at the time of the Sale PROVIDED ALWAYS that any
claim under this warranty shall be made to the
Auctioneers not later than one hour from the close of the
Sale, and if the Auctioneers in their absolute discretion
(having taken such  veterinary advice as may be
appropriate) decide that the udder is not sound in all
respects, the Sale of such animal shall be rescinded, and

6.2 every freshly calved cow or heifer is Sold with a warranty
by the Vendor that it has satisfactorily cleansed before the
Sale PROVIDED ALWAYS that:

6.2.1 any Claim under this warranty shall be made,
accompanied by a Veterinary Surgeon’s Certificate, to the
Auctioneers not later than three days from the date of the
Sale, and

6.2.2 without prejudice to the rights of the Purchaser set out in
Clause 11 hereof, the Purchaser shall have the right to
arrange such veterinary treatment to the animal (the
reasonable cost of which shall be borne by the Vendor) as
may rectify the animal’s condition. 

7. LIMITATIONS ON THE APPLICATION OF VENDOR
WARRANTIES

7.1 None of the Vendor warranties in Clauses 4 and 5 above
shall apply:

7.1.1 to any cow or heifer which has been subjected to any
process involving the technique of embryo transfer or ova
collection, unless that animal’s subsequent natural
breeding record (as declared in the Sale Catalogue)
indicates not less than one natural calving since the said
embryo transfer or ova collection;

7.1.2 to any cow or heifer, which has undergone a caesarean
operation (as declared in the Sale Catalogue) unless that
animal’s subsequent natural breeding record (as declared
in the Sale Catalogue) indicates not less than one natural
non-surgical calving since the said operation; 

7.1.3 to any cow or heifer which is declared by the Vendor to be
a twin to a bull, unless before the Sale pregnancy has
been certified in writing by a Veterinary Surgeon following
rectal examination, or the animal has produced a full term
calf; 

7.1.4 to any animal which has not been maintained by the
Purchaser at all times since purchase in a normal breeding
condition, in accordance with the Standards of Good
Animal Husbandry and Management as per Appendix A; 

7.1.5 to any animal Purchased for export outside the United
Kingdom (unless a claim shall have been notified within
the time limits imposed by Clause 8.1.2 hereof and proved
correct after all examinations and procedures deemed
necessary by the Veterinary Surgeon appropriate under
these Terms has been carried out) before the date on
which Shipment takes place;

7.1.6 to any animal, which has been rejected at the date of the
Sale by its Breed Society Inspector or Inspectors,
appointed for the purpose of that Sale;

7.1.7 to any animal which after the Sale has contracted an
illness or suffered an injury which may affect its Fertility or
Capability as the case may be after the Sale; 

7.1.8 to any animal, which does not remain the property of the
Purchaser unless the Purchase was by means of a hire
purchase agreement and the title to, but not the right to
possession of the animal has therefore been transferred to
a finance or other hire purchase company;

7.1.9 to any animal, which does not survive until the completion
of all examinations and procedures, deemed necessary by

the Veterinary Surgeons appointed under Clauses 8, 9,
and 10 hereof.

7.2 No Vendor warranty is given or to be implied that a cow or
heifer will carry a full term or deliver a live or viable calf.

8. CLAIMS
8.1 A Claim by a Purchaser shall not be valid unless:
8.1.1 the animal remains the property of the Purchaser except

where it was Purchased by means of a hire purchase
agreement and the title to but not the right to possession
of the animal has therefore been transferred to a finance
or other hire purchase company, and

8.1.2 the Purchaser has followed the Claims Procedure as set
out in clauses 8.2-8.9 below and has given notice in
writing to the Auctioneers of the intended Claim as soon
as evidence supporting the Claim comes to the
Purchaser’s notice and in any event within the following
time limits:

8.1.2.1 Under Clause 4
in the case of a bull:
within six calendar months:
a) from the date of the Sale; or
b) from the date when the bull attains the age of

fourteen* months; or
c) from the date of the commencement of the Trial

Period stated in Clause 4.3 above, whichever is the
later date

8.1.2.2 Under Clause 5.1.1 and 5.2.1
in the case of a maiden heifer or a heifer recently served:
a) within three calendar months from the date of the

Sale; or
b) within one calendar month from the date when the

heifer attains the age of twenty-eight* months
whichever is the later date

8.1.2.3 Under Clause 5.1.2 and 5.3.2
In the case of a maiden heifer or a cow, which was Sold
as unserved, and which subsequently proves to be in calf:
within twenty-six weeks from the date of the Sale

8.1.2.4 Under Clause 5.3.1
In the case of a cow Sold as unserved since last calving
and which proves infertile: within twenty-six weeks from
the date of the Sale

8.1.2.5 Under Clause 5.4.1
In the case of a cow Sold as recently served and which
proves infertile: within twenty-six weeks from the date of
the Sale

8.1.2.6 Under Clauses 5.2.2 and 5.4.2
In the case of a cow or heifer which, although not
warranted to be in calf, produces a calf to a bull other than
that stated to be the service sire: within fourteen days
from the calving date 

8.1.2.7 Under Clauses 5.5.1 and 5.7.1
In the case of a cow or heifer Sold as being in calf, and
which proves not to be in calf: within twenty-eight days
from the date of the Sale

8.1.2.8 Under Clauses 5.5.2  and 5.7.2
In the case of a cow or heifer which, having been
warranted to be in calf, produces a calf to a bull other than
that stated as the service sire in the Sale Catalogue or by
the Auctioneers at the time of the Sale as the case may
be: within fourteen days from the calving date

8.1.2.9 Under Clauses 5.5.3, 5.6.3, and 5.7.3
In the case of a cow or heifer which, although in calf, does
not calve to the stated service date: within fourteen days
from the expected calving date

8.1.2.10 Under Clause 6.1
In the case of a cow or heifer whose udder is not sound:
within one hour from the Close of the Sale

8.1.2.11 Under Clause 6.2
In the case of a cow or heifer which has not satisfactorily
cleansed before the Sale: within three days from the date
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of the Sale.
Claims Procedure

8.2 In the case of a Claim under Clauses 4, 5.1.1, 5.2.1, 5.3.1,
or 5.4.1 the Purchaser shall within thirty days of the
receipt of a Bull Fertility Report Form or a Female Fertility
Report Form as the case may be, completed by a
Veterinary Surgeon appointed by the Purchaser, return it
to the Auctioneers. 

8.3 The Veterinary Surgeon appointed in accordance with
sub-clause 8.2 hereof must certify in writing that:

8.3.1 the animal is in a normal breeding condition, and 
8.3.2 the animal’s Infertility or Incapability as the case may be is

not due to illness contracted or an injury suffered, or poor
husbandry after the Sale and

8.3.3  in the case of a bull he has examined the cows and heifers
on which the bull has been tried and has found them to be
in normal breeding condition and that they are not
responsible for the bull’s Incapability, or

8.3.4  in the case of a cow or heifer, he has examined any bull
with which the cow or heifer has been running after the
Sale and has found the said bull to be Capable.

8.4 In the case of a Claim under 5.1.2, 5.3.2, 5.5.1, or 5.7.1 the
Purchaser shall when notifying such Claim, forward to the
Auctioneers a Veterinary Surgeon's Certificate certifying
the animal is or is not in calf as the case may be.

8.5 In the case of a Claim under Clause 5.2.2, 5.4.2, 5.5.2,
5.6.2, or 5.7.2 the Purchaser shall when notifying such
Claim forward to the Auctioneers a Veterinary Surgeon’s
Certificate that the animal has produced a calf to a bull
other than that stated to be the service sire. 

8.6 In the case of a Claim under Clause 5.5.3, 5.6.3, or 5.7.3
the Purchaser shall, when notifying such Claim, forward to
the Auctioneers a Veterinary Surgeon's Certificate,
certifying that the animal has not calved to the stated
Service Date.

8.7 In the case of any Claim, where the Claim concerns an
animal Purchased for export outside the United Kingdom
it shall have been notified and proved correct after all
examinations and procedures deemed necessary by the
Veterinary Surgeons appointed under these Terms have
been carried out before the date of Shipment or before the
relevant period in sub-clause 8.1.2 (whichever shall be the
earlier date).

8.8 In the case of any Claim, the animal shall survive at least
until completion of all examinations and procedures
deemed necessary by the Veterinary Surgeons appointed
under Clauses 8, 9 and 10 hereof. 

8.9 Where notice of an intended Claim is given to the
Auctioneers in accordance with sub-clause 8.1.2 the
Auctioneers shall as soon as is reasonably practicable
inform the Vendor and the Secretary of the Breed Society
to which the animal is registered, and forward to the
Vendor a copy of the Bull Fertility Form or Female Fertility
Report Form and/or Veterinary Surgeon’s Certificate if
applicable.

9. EXAMINATION OF ANIMALS  
9.1 Following receipt by the Auctioneers of notice by the

Purchaser of an intended Claim and such subsequent
notice to the Vendor in accordance with the above clause
8 the Vendor may submit a request to the Auctioneers for
a Veterinarian Surgeon appointed by the Vendor to
examine the animal and upon being given notice of the
same by the Auctioneers the Purchaser shall permit such
examination.

9.2 Any examination carried out in accordance with clause 9.1
shall be carried out within 14 days of the Auctioneer
notifying the Vendor of the Purchaser’s Claim at the cost
of the Vendor, such cost to be reimbursed by the
Purchaser if it is deemed in accordance with clause 10
that the Purchaser does not have a valid Claim. 

10. DISPUTE RESOLUTION
10.1 Each party recognises that the other party’s business

relies in whole or in part upon the condition, Fertility
and/or Capability of the animals Sold and, if a Claim has
been submitted by the Purchaser in accordance with the
prescribed time limits and procedures as set out in these
Terms, the Vendor and Purchaser shall in the first instance
upon notice by the Auctioneers of the Claim in
accordance with clause 8.9 meet in a good faith effort to
settle the Claim.

10.2 If the Claim cannot be resolved in accordance with clause
10.1 the dispute shall be determined by a Veterinary
Surgeon appointed by agreement between the Purchaser
and the Vendor.  In default of any such agreement
between the Vendor and the Purchaser as to a suitable
Veterinary Surgeon, the parties shall notify the
Auctioneers in writing of this failure to agree and the
Auctioneers shall appoint a Veterinary Surgeon within 28
days of the Auctioneers receiving such notice from the
parties.

10.3 The Veterinary Surgeon so appointed in accordance with
clause 10.2 above shall have the power to make such
directions as to the validity of the Claim including (but
without prejudice to the generality of such directions)
directions as to costs and directions under sub-clause
10.4 below, and to make such investigations as he thinks
fit, and the Purchaser and the Vendor shall comply with
such directions and shall co-operate in such
investigations and shall provide such records and
information to the Veterinary Surgeon as he may
reasonably require.

10.4 If the Veterinary Surgeon so appointed in accordance with
clause 10.2 above decides that further opportunities are
required to prove whether or not a bull is Capable or, as
the case may be, whether or not a cow or heifer is Fertile,
he shall direct under what conditions and within what
timescale such opportunities shall be afforded, and the
Purchaser shall, if so directed by the Veterinary Surgeon,
allow the Vendor to remove the animal from the
Purchaser’s premises and the Vendor shall, if so required
by the Veterinary Surgeon, afford such opportunities as
the Veterinary Surgeon may direct and shall, before
removal of the animal, lodge with the Auctioneers the
whole amount of the purchase money (or such part of it as
the Purchaser has paid) for the animal, interest thereon to
accrue for the benefit of the Vendor pending the outcome
of the dispute, such interest to be calculated on a daily
basis at two percent above the base lending rate from
time to time in force at Lloyds Bank plc. 

10.5 The appointed Veterinary Surgeon’s decision as to the
condition, Fertility or Capability as the case may be of the
animal shall be final and binding upon the Vendor and the
Purchaser, PROVIDED ALWAYS that the Veterinary
Surgeon may decide in favour of the Vendor if in his
opinion the cow or heifer would have proved Fertile or the
bull would have proved Capable within the Terms and
period allowed, if within that period the appropriate
opportunity or veterinary treatment had been given or the
Standards of Good Husbandry & Management had been
applied. 

10.6 If the Veterinary Surgeon so appointed in accordance with
clause 10.2 above decides in favour of the Vendor, then
the Purchaser, or if he decides in favour of the Purchaser,
the Vendor, shall pay or reimburse all reasonable
veterinary and laboratory fees and any reasonable
transport costs incurred by both parties in the course of
the Claim being addressed in accordance with these
Terms.
ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION

10.7 If the parties cannot, or refuse to, resolve a Claim in
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accordance with the procedures set out clauses 10.1 –
10.6 above, they shall, with the assistance of the Centre
for Effective Dispute Resolution ("CEDR") in London, seek
to resolve the Claim amicably by using a single arbitrator,
whose decision will be final and binding upon both
parties. Unless otherwise agreed between the parties, the
arbitrator will be nominated by CEDR.

11. LIMITATION OF RIGHTS ON BREACH OF VENDOR
WARRANTY

11.1 Upon breach of any warranty contained in these Terms  as
accepted by the Vendor or as determined by a Veterinary
Surgeon so appointed in accordance with clause 10
hereof the Purchaser shall have the right to return the
animal, together with any calf born subsequent to the
Sale, and recover from the Vendor:

11.1.1 the purchase money or such part of it as the Purchaser
has paid;

11.1.2 interest thereon calculated on a daily basis at two percent
above the base lending rate from time to time in force at
Lloyds Bank Plc from the date upon which notice of the
Claim was received by the Auctioneers to the date of
return or the date of disposal of the animal as the case
may be;

11.1.3 the reasonable expense of transporting any such animal
to and from the Purchaser’s premises;

11.1.4 the reasonable cost of any such animal’s keep, as
determined by the relevant Breed Society, from the date
on which notice of the Claim was received by the
Auctioneers to the date of return to the Vendor or the date
of disposal of the animal as the case may be, not
exceeding the slaughter carcass value of the animal at the
date of return, which sum shall be assessed by the
Auctioneers, whose assessment shall be final and binding
upon the Vendor and the Purchaser;

11.1.5 the reasonable expenses (including laboratory fees) of any
Veterinary Surgeon employed for the purpose of
investigating the animal’s condition, Fertility or Capability
as the case may be and for making a claim under these
Terms, BUT THE PURCHASER SHALL HAVE NO RIGHT
TO CLAIM DAMAGES FROM THE VENDOR IN RESPECT
OF:
(i) ANY INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL LOSS SUCH

AS (BUT NOT LIMTED TO) ANY LOSS OF PROFITS,
OR 

(ii) ANY OTHER LOSS WHATSOEVER.
12. TIME LIMITS
12.1 Time shall be of the essence of all Terms in which time

limits are prescribed and a Claim made under any Vendor
warranty herein will not be admitted unless made within
the prescribed time limit, provided that where time limited
for any person to do anything expires on a Sunday, Bank
Holiday or Public Holiday or on a day following next after
any such days then such Sunday, Bank Holiday or Public
Holiday shall be excluded from the computation of the
time.

12.2 In the computation of any period of time before or after the
Sale or any other event, the day of the Auction or other
event, as the case may be, shall be excluded. 

12.3 All periods expressed as a number of days shall be taken
to refer to that number of clear days, and similarly for any
period of time.

13. NOTICES
Any notice required to be served on any person or body
mentioned herein shall be deemed to have been duly
served if left at or sent by prepaid first-class post to that
person or body at the last known abode or principal place
of business and shall if sent by post to that person or body
at the last known abode or principal place of business be
deemed to have been received on the fourth day after the
date on which it was sent. 

14. GENERAL
14.1 If any provision of these Terms is held by any competent

Authority or Court to be invalid or unenforceable in whole
or in part the validity of the other provisions of these
Terms and the remainder of the provision in question shall
not be affected thereby.

14.2 The headings in these Terms are for convenience only and
shall not affect their interpretation.

14.3 Unless expressly provided to the contrary in these Terms
no failure or delay in exercising any right under these
Terms shall operate as a waiver thereof or extend to, or
affect any other subsequent event, or impair any rights or
remedies consequent thereon or in any way modify or
diminish the rights of the relevant party under these
Terms. 

14.4 These Terms shall be personal to the Vendor and
Purchaser and neither may, unless provided to the
contrary in these Terms, assign, licence, sub-contract or
otherwise purport to grant rights over or transfer the
benefit of any such rights or obligations under these
Terms without the prior written consent of the other party. 

14.5 These Terms comprise the entire agreement between the
parties in relation to the subject matter of these Terms.  

14.6 The validity, construction and performance of these Terms
shall be construed in accordance with English Law and
governed by the Laws of England and the parties submit
to the exclusive jurisdiction of the English Courts.

THE NATIONAL BEEF ASSOCIATION
Revision December 2014

Annex 1
Guidelines for the Standards of Good Husbandry and
Management
In respect of bulls purchased at Sales

Taking care to settle a newly purchased bull properly will assist in
ensuring that you have many years of good service from him.

Under the National Beef Association’s Terms and Conditions of
Sale the Purchaser is required to maintain the animal in normal
breeding condition, in condition with the rules and practice of
Good Animal Husbandry and Management, as referred to in
clauses 4.2 and 7.1.4 and 8.3.2.

Following Purchase the National Beef Association would require a
Purchaser to adhere to the following points to fulfil the requirement
of Good Husbandry and Management:

1 The bull should not be used within two weeks of the date
of Purchase

2 The Purchaser should ensure that the bull is in normal
breeding condition before use

3 In consultation with the Vendor, the Purchaser should
maintain the bull on its current diet and only introduce any
new feed gradually

4 When the bull is first used, try it with 1 or 2 smaller females
first, in a yard on a non-slip surface, so he is introduced to
service gradually and safely. Observe him closely to
ensure that he is serving the female properly

5 Once the Purchaser is satisfied that these females are not
returning, then he should put the bull out with more
females. 20 to 25 females should be a maximum in the
first year.

These are guidelines only. Purchasers should be aware that should
they choose not to follow them they might invalidate these Terms.
In addition you may refer to the relevant Breed Society’s
guidelines.
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NI LIMOUSIN CATTLE CLUB
– Membership Application Form –

Surname

Christian Name

Address

                                                                                    Postcode

Telephone No.

Herd Prefix

New Membership Fee £25 payable by Cheque or Cash. Future membership fees payable by
Standing Order.

Please complete Standing Order below.

TO THE MANAGER

                                                                                    BANK LTD.

Branch Address

Your Details: Sort Code                                                Account Number

Please pay to the First Trust Bank, Cregagh Road, Belfast,

Sort Code 93.83.43        Account Number 21053092

For the credit of The N I Limousin Cattle Club

Reference: (Your Name/Prefix)

£25 payable annually on 1st January until further notice.

Signature:

Please post to: N I Limousin Cattle Club
C/O Club Secretary, Shirley Fleming

12 Merion Park, Ballyclare, Co Antrim BT39 9XD
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Prize List
Judge: Blair Duffton, Scotland

1st 2nd 3rd 4th

Class 1

Class 2

Class 3

Class 4

Class 5

Class 6

Class 7

Class 8

Class 9

Class 10

Class 11

Class 12

Overall Supreme Champion: £60 cash prize 

Reserve Overall Supreme Champion: £40 cash prize

(Cash prizes presented by N.I. Limousin Cattle Club and paid if animals are sold on the day) 

Champion Senior & Reserve Bull to be sold at the end of the Senior class.

Champion Intermediate & Reserve Bull to be sold between the two Intermediate classes.

Champion Junior & Reserve Bull to be sold at the beginning of the Junior Classes.

Champion & Reserve Female to be sold at the end of the 2nd Class of Females.
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Championship Winners
Senior Male Champion                                           Lot

Reserve Senior Male Champion                             Lot

Intermediate Male Champion                                Lot

Reserve Intermediate Male Champion                  Lot

Junior Male Champion                                           Lot

Reserve Junior Male Champion                             Lot

Overall Male Champion                                          Lot

Reserve Overall Male Champion                            Lot

Female Champion                                                  Lot

Reserve Female Champion                                    Lot

Overall Supreme Champion                                   Lot

Reserve Overall Supreme Champion                     Lot
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2018 Sales

15TH JUNE
CARLISLE

BULLS & UNHALTERED FEMALES
-oOo-

19TH & 20TH OCTOBER
CARLISLE

BULLS
-oOo-

21 OCTOBER
STIRLING

BULLS
-oOo-

16 NOVEMBER
DUNGANNON 

BULLS & FEMALES
-oOo-

14 DECEMBER
CARLISLE 

RED LADIES DAY

More info www.limousin.co.uk
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NOTES






